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ABSTRACT
A flexible and programmable forwarding plane is essential to
maximize the value of Software-Defined Networks (SDN).
In this paper, we propose Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding
(POF) as a key enabler for highly flexible and programmable
SDN. Our goal is to remove any dependency on protocol-
specific configurations on the forwarding elements and en-
hance the data-path with new stateful instructions to sup-
port genuine software defined networking behavior. A generic
flow instruction set (FIS) is defined to fulfill this purpose.
POF helps to lower network cost by using commodity for-
warding elements and to create new value by enabling nu-
merous innovative network services. We built both hardware-
based and open source software-based prototypes to demon-
strate the feasibility and advantages of POF. We report the
preliminary evaluation results and the insights we learnt
from the experiments. POF is future-proof and expres-
sive. We believe it represents a promising direction to evolve
the OpenFlow protocol and the future SDN forwarding ele-
ments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
SDN intends to keep the network intelligence in software.

The underlying forwarding elements (FE) should be flexible
and simple. OpenFlow [1] separates the control and forward-
ing planes to improve network application programmability
and allow the two planes to evolve independently. Since
its inception, OpenFlow has become the de facto standard
SDN south-bound interface, supporting many mainstream
protocols and forwarding actions.
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Although powerful, OpenFlow faces several challenges:
(1) So far it follows a reactive rather than proactive evolv-
ing path. New protocol primitives are continuously added
in new versions of the OpenFlow specification. The root
cause is that the forwarding plane is assumed to be protocol
aware. The controller and FEs communicate at the protocol
semantics level so the forwarding plane has to understand
specific packet formats in order to extract search keys and
execute packet processing and forwarding actions. (2) The
forwarding plane is almost stateless. It lacks the capabil-
ity to actively monitor flow status and change flow behavior
without the involvement of the controller. These attributes
lead to several undesirable consequences:

• The control plane and the forwarding plane are not suf-
ficiently decoupled. The control commands and packet
processing instructions contain rich semantics that re-
quire the forwarding plane to have protocol-specific
knowledge. As the network evolves and packet process-
ing gets more complex, the required protocol-specific
instructions increase explosively. The forwarding plane
intelligence also complicates the FE design.

• There is no easy way to modify the packet format or
add auxiliary data to the packets traveling in the net-
work, let alone to apply user-defined protocols. Inno-
vations in networks still have to use the overlay model,
enforce tunneling encapsulations, or overload existing
header fields. The process introduces unnecessary com-
plexities and clean slate solutions are still impossible.

• Adding new forwarding protocol features requires an
overhaul to both FE and controller, and in the worst
case, a total redesign of the FE chip-set and hard-
ware. Although OpenFlow v1.3 [2] has already cov-
ered 40 header fields, it fails to support many well-
known protocols, especially non Ethernet based ones.
It is also difficult to extend OpenFlow to carrier net-
works. As new protocols keep emerging (e.g. VXLAN
and NVGRE) and some applications gain popularity
(e.g. variations of L2/L3 VPNs), major revisions to
the standard are expected, which makes the standard
unstable and eventually unwieldy. This instability will
result in a slower rate of standard adoption.

• The limited expressivity can seriously impact the for-
warding plane programmability. OpenFlow lacks the
capability to support stateful network processing on
the data-path which covers a full range of L4 to L7
services. Even the basic L2 MAC learning function is
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difficult to realize today. Relying on the controller for
all state tracking gives rise to scalability and perfor-
mance issues.

We argue that the requirement for the underlying forward-
ing infrastructure to recognize the protocol format is an arti-
ficial remnant of the old network model with closely coupled
control and forwarding planes, and a fundamental flaw that
will eventually hinder SDN from fulfilling its programmabil-
ity potential. We also believe that OpenFlow should provide
a uniform programming interface that can not only handle
the basic forwarding functions but also other more sophisti-
cated network services.

2. MAKE SDN FE A WHITE BOX
Current network devices are black boxes. The applications

and services are deeply embedded in the proprietary and
closed hardware/software systems. Once installed, any sys-
tem upgrade and new service deployment are at the mercy
of device vendors. The process can be painfully costly and
slow. OpenFlow brings hope to this situation. OpenFlow
and some other flavors of SDN proposed today make the
network devices gray boxes with limited programmability.
Third party control software can program network behavior
to some extent. Network operators do not always need to
go back to the device vendors to implement variations in
network behavior. However, the programmability is limited
to what the interface has exposed and what the forwarding
plane device has been programmed or hard-wired to sup-
port. The FEs maintain a fair amount of intelligence and
the controller can do nothing beyond that. What the SDN
really needs is a fully programmable forwarding plane in
which the FEs are all white boxes. These boxes retain only
processing and forwarding capabilities but their behavior is
totally under control of the SDN controller.

It is a proper analogy to compare the SDN with the PC
systems as shown in Figure 1. The success of personal com-
puting is due to the fact that PC disaggregated the main-
frame computer’s vertical integration model. SDN is pur-
posely following a similar transition. However, there is a
noticeable difference between the OpenFlow-based SDN and
the modern PC system.

Figure 1: SDN vs. PC Analogy

With a handful of standard architectures (e.g. x86 and
ARM), a CPU can do almost anything with a surprisingly
small set of atomic instructions. The CPU and the other
hardware resources communicate with the operating sys-
tem through a standard instruction set and limited mech-
anisms (e.g. interrupts). The elegance is gained from the
application-agnostic nature of the CPU. It just performs ba-

sic instructions without knowing or restricting what is ex-
actly going on, while the operating system abstracts the
hardware and presents a higher level function interface to
the applications. We believe the FEs should have a CPU-
like role in the framework of SDN to ensure their flexibility
and extensibility. That is, the FEs should not require any
priori knowledge and understand the application semantics.

To this end, a simpler forwarding plane abstraction will
ensure a truly open and evolvable SDN architecture. While
the current solution seeks to provide a high level function in-
terface for the FE, we think this trend actually tightens the
coupling between the control and forwarding planes. Our
proposal therefore is directed toward a simpler and more
generic forwarding plane model for the FE. We believe a con-
cise set of protocol independent instructions are sufficient to
compose any network services from the control plane. We
name such instructions a Flow Instruction Set (FIS). FIS is
carefully defined to be platform independent. Meanwhile,
it is optimized for networking applications so each instruc-
tion represents a primitive which allows efficient hardware
implementation. Constructing network services with FIS is
just like writing application programs in assembly language.
This level of complexity can be hidden by using high-level
languages and function libraries that can be compiled into
machine code. There are some ongoing research efforts to-
wards this direction [3]. This approach can help to relieve
some low level design frictions due to the mismatch between
CPU and FE therefore make the design better mimic the
modern high level languages in computer systems.

An FE chip running FIS is like a CISC or a RISC. This
architecture ensures the elegance and simplicity of the un-
derlying FEs. The control and forwarding planes are com-
pletely decoupled so they can both evolve independently.
The interoperability of heterogeneous FEs is also automat-
ically satisfied. The more important implication is that the
architecture offers the ultimate programmability that the
SDN desires. Users are free to use their own network proto-
cols and packet formats, enabling an even further departure
from the status quo. FIS expands the expressivity of the
forwarding plane. There are cases in which multiple flow ta-
ble entries map to the same set of instructions/actions. FIS
can be used to create common subroutines that are shared
by multiple table entries. There are also cases the packet
parsing would become cumbersome and inefficient if every
step is conducted through table lookup. FIS can be used
to perform quick packet parsing and data analysis through
logic, comparison and branching instructions.

If this vision is realized, the landscape of the network busi-
ness model will be thoroughly changed. The different pieces
of network is fully decoupled and bound by standard inter-
faces. New services and applications unimaginable today
can be freely deployed down the road. As long as the per-
formance is satisfactory, service providers will never need to
deal with the vendors again after the devices are deployed.
We cannot emphasize enough on how profound this can ben-
efit the service providers. The innovation cycle will be signif-
icantly shortened and demand less investment. Meanwhile,
the abundant standard-based device and software supply
chain will no doubt lower the overall networking cost.

It is worth to note that the proprietary and heterogeneous
hardware can still work with a highly specific interface while
complying with the standard and keeping a platform-specific
hardware abstraction layer (HAL).
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3. POF OVERVIEW
POF makes the forwarding plane totally protocol-oblivious.

The POF FE has no need to understand the packet format.
All an FE needs to do, under the instruction of its controller,
is to extract and assemble the search keys from the packet
header, conduct the table lookups, and then execute the as-
sociated instructions (in the form of executable code written
in FIS or compiled from FIS). As a result, the FE can easily
support new protocols and forwarding requirements in the
future.

On the surface, the processing flow appears no different
from what OpenFlow has defined. However, in OpenFlow,
the search key assembly is conducted by explicitly spelling
out the target header fields (e.g. IPv4 destination address).
Although the message conveyed by the controller is simpler,
the packet parsing burden is shifted to FEs. The FEs must
understand the packet format in order to extract the re-
quired header bits. In contrast, in POF, the FEs have no
knowledge on any forwarding protocols. The packet parsing
is directed by the controller through a sequence of generic
key assembly and table lookup instructions. To achieve this,
we expand the packet metadata as a generic scratch pad
associated for each packet in the processing pipeline. Con-
troller can use it freely to cache temporary data (e.g. the
input port and the resolved packet header fields so far) in
the life span of a packet. A search key is simply defined by
one or more {offset, length} tuples, where offset indicates
the skipped bits from the current cursor within the packet
(or metadata) and length indicates the number of bits that
should be included in the key starting from the offset posi-
tion. All the tuples are concatenated to form the complete
search key.

Similarly, all the forwarding instructions are purposely
made protocol agnostic. There are no longer actions like
push MPLS label or decrement IP TTL which requires se-
mantic interpretation. Instead, in FIS, for the instructions
that manipulate the packet or metadata (e.g. insert, delete,
and modify), {offset, length} is used to locate the target
data. The new data for insertion and rewrite can be from the
immediate data carried with the instructions or the packet
metadata.

The benefit of such a mechanism is obvious. For example,
OpenFlow v1.3 defines three push tag actions already: push
VLAN header, push MPLS header, and push PBB header [2].
However, some popular network service such as VPLS re-
quires to push new Ethernet headers which cannot be done
in OpenFlow. We can imagine similar actions will continue
to emerge in the future. Continuing to add more and more
protocol specific primitives to the specification is not a sus-
tainable method. In POF, we just define one instruction,
AddField, which can cover any such actions. The AddField
instruction contains the parameters to define the location in
the packet for the new data to be inserted and the source of
the data.

We have instructions that can apply simple mathematical
(e.g. Addition, Subtraction, and Shift) and logic (e.g. AND,
OR, NOT, and XOR) operations on the data in packet or in
metadata. To handle some relatively complex functions in
the legacy protocols, we also add special instructions such
as IP checksum and TCP checksum calculation. Keeping
this kind of operations atomic is important to balance ef-
ficiency and flexibility. However, we still need to maintain
the protocol-oblivious semantics for these instructions. The

instruction parameters define the algorithm used, the data
covered by the operation, and the location where the check-
sum is compared and inserted.

We enhance the forwarding plane programmability by sev-
eral additional mechanisms. First, we prefer the data-path
to be able to keep track of the flow status. This is achieved
by introducing the concept of flow metadata. While a packet
metadata has a life span of a packet, a flow metadata has a
life span of a flow. Since not all the flows need flow metadata,
we maintain a flow metadata resource pool and assign flow
metadata to flows on an on-demand basis. Note that the
fields of counters and timeouts specified in OpenFlow flow
entries are indeed some sort of flow metadata. But these are
not enough (and sometimes unnecessary) to address service-
rich programming requirements. Like the packet metadata,
generic flow metadata serves as a scratch pad attached to a
flow that can be arbitrarily configured and used by network
programs. With this flexible mechanism, any flow informa-
tion (e.g. sequence number, anomaly, time stamp) can be
recorded and communicated easily to satisfy variable appli-
cation needs.

Second, we add instructions that allow the data-path to
actively manipulate the flow tables. In current OpenFlow,
the flow table modification can only be initiated from the
controller. This not only excludes many useful network func-
tions but also unnecessarily increases the processing burden
of the controller. With the new instructions, when some
conditions are met, flow tables can be created and flow en-
tries can be added, deleted, or updated automatically. In
this case, the controller is notified of these events to keep
the network and the controller synchronized. The more dy-
namic interaction between the controller and FEs allows to
weave sophisticated network services with ease.

Third, for many flow tables, each flow entry may invoke
same set of instructions but with different parameters. In-
stalling these instructions for each flow entry can be terribly
inefficient in memory utilization (e.g. think about a FIB
with millions of entries). Instead, we only store the unique
parameters with flow entries and let the flow entries that
share the same set of instructions point to a common in-
struction block. Within each instruction block, we can fur-
ther use the conditional and unconditional jump instructions
to support branching operations.

Fourth, we treat the statistic counters as a shared resource
just like we treat the flow metadata. This enables us to
only allocate counters to the flows that the applications are
interested in monitoring. In addition to memory saving, this
mechanism provides another benefit: since one counter can
be assigned to multiple flows and a flow can use multiple
counters, users can easily collect aggregated statistics and
count based on different criteria. Similar advantage applies
to flow metadata. When multiple flows share the same flow
metadata, the flow metadata effectively becomes an inter-
flow communication vehicle.

Fifth, we categorize the possible lookup tables into differ-
ent types such as Direct Table (DT), Exact Match (EM),
Longest Prefix Match (LPM), and Masked Match (MM).
The table type can be extended to include other match ta-
bles such as Range Match (RM) and RegEx Match (REM)
in the future. The MM table uses the most generic search
keys in which arbitrary bits can be masked as “don’t care”
bits. While the table type is hinted by the controller, it is
totally up to the FEs to choose the best way to implement
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the tables: TCAMs or algorithmic search engines, off-chip or
embedded memory, and dedicated or shared table resources.
To further facilitate the efficient implementation, we apply
the notations of physical tables and logical tables. A physi-
cal table requires dedicated hardware resource. Each phys-
ical table is assigned a unique id which associates with the
table type, capacity, and other parameters. Multiple logical
tables can be mapped to same physical table. There are two
use cases: (1) The same table entries are used by multiple
logical tables but the instructions may differ (e.g. IP for-
warding and RPF); (2) The logically separated tables are
co-located and share the resource of the same physical table
(e.g. multiple EM tables in one hash table).

As in OpenFlow, the forwarding pipeline is realized by
chaining the logical tables. The instructions associated with
each table entry are effectively a piece of program written
in FIS and downloaded from the controller. The pipeline
simply repeats the parse-match-action steps and eventually
forwards packets to proper ports. The detailed FIS specifi-
cation can be found at [4]. We are still working on refining
it. The work is by no means complete and final.

4. PROTOTYPE AND EVALUATION
We have built two POF FE prototypes: one is the hardware-

based and the other is software-based. They both share
the same controller. The controller is based on the open-
source Floodlight SDN controller [5] with the POF exten-
sion. Floodlight is a cross platform Java-based software con-
troller under the Apache license. We use Floodlight as the
main communication module to the FEs and add POF mod-
ule with GUI on top of it. The GUI is used to manually
configure the forwarding pipeline step by step. A configu-
ration file can also be directly loaded into the FEs through
the GUI. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the POF con-
troller. Other applications can be developed using the API
to the POFManager.

SDNGUI

PofManager

PMDatabase

Floodlight

Provider

(Controller)

Bypass

Manager

Module

Other

OFMessage

Process

Modules

APIAPI

API

App

API

App

App

Figure 2: POF Controller

The hardware-based prototype works on Huawei’s NE5000
core router platform. The line card we used has an in-house
designed 40G NPU and the half slot interface card has eight
GbE optical interfaces. The multi-core NPU runs in RTC
mode. The NPU has large memory bandwidth which can
access both on-chip and off-chip memories. It has a TCAM
interface and also supports algorithmic search engines. The
NPU has its own proprietary microcode instruction set. The
POF instructions are implemented as functions written with
the microcode.

The processor on the router MPU act as the OpenFlow
client which terminates the OpenFlow channel and relays

the messages to/from LPU on the line card through IPC.
The processor on the router LPU interprets (ingress) and
encapsulates (egress) the messages. The Hardware Abstrac-
tion Layer (HAL) and the device driver modules also run
on the LPU. The HAL provides a standard and hardware-
independent interface for the controller to configure and
query the NPU. The HAL communicates with the NPU by
calling the device driver.

The software-based prototype is written in C on a Linux
environment. It can be installed and run in a Linux server
with NICs. It has a similar architecture to the hardware-
based prototype except there is no distinction of MPU and
LPU. All the modules run in one CPU. Figure 3 shows the
block diagrams of the prototypes. We make both the con-
troller and the soft FE open source. The detailed documen-
tations and source code can be downloaded at [4].

Figure 3: POF FE (a) Hardware-based (b) Software

Due to space limitations, we only report some of the eval-
uation results on the hardware-based prototype, which pro-
vide insight into how well existing hardware can support
POF and what can be done to improve the performance.
Figure 4 shows the experimental setup. The SmartBits is
a tester that can generate and detect arbitrarily formatted
packets. With this configuration, we can test both the func-
tionality and the performance of the design.

Controller

NE5000/FE

SmartBits

OpenFlow 

Channel

Figure 4: POF Experimental Environment

Table 1 summarizes the code performance for some in-
structions. In the table, Cycle means the number of clock
cycles consumed for the instruction execution; Jump Count
is the count of thread switches. Every thread switch con-
sumes about 25 clock cycles.

Our general observation is that POF typically reduces the
forwarding throughput by up to 30%. This is not too bad
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Table 1: Instruction Performance
Instruction Cycle Jump Count

SetFieldFromValue 29 1
SetFieldFromMetadata 39 1
ModField 31 1
WriteMetadataFromPkt 39 1
WriteMetadataFromValue 26 1
AddField 27+3*offset 3+2*offset
DeleteField 15+3*offset 3+2*offset
GotoTable 52+27*num 6+6*num
GotoDirectTable 15 5
Count 9 2
Output 49+20*len 10+4*len
Meter 36 5
offset: field offset in unit of byte
num: number of match fields
len: packet length in units of 32-bytes

considering the NPU is not POF optimized. Depending on
the pipeline depth, there might be multiple GotoTable in-
structions which may be a performance bottleneck. The
main reason is that key assembly cannot take advantage of
the hardware packet parsing modules in the NPU. We be-
lieve a POF optimized silicon chip can help to improve the
performance.

Among many other use cases, we implemented basic IPv4
forwarding plus ACL operation. Every flow table provides
statistics using the Count instruction. The entire forwarding
flow consumes 1,256 microcode instruction cycles and 167
thread switches. The overall throughput reaches 48Mpps.
Since the 40G line card is designed to sustain the peak packet
rate of 60Mpps, this number accounts for 20% performance
loss, but it can still support line speed forwarding for 80-
Byte packets.

The POF flow table entry is typically wider than the
OpenFlow table entry. Table 2 shows the flow table up-
date performance. The MM and LPM tables give the same
performance because the line card uses a TCAM for both
type of tables.

Table 2: Table Update Performance
MM/LPM EM

insertion speed 12 k/s 20 k/s
deletion speed 28 k/s 23 k/s

POF calls the NPU driver on the LPU to realize the flow
entry insertion and deletion. The driver is the table update
performance bottleneck. Still, the update performance is
good enough to satisfy most typical network applications
(e.g. The peak BGP prefix insertion rate and deletion rate
is 1.6K/s and 13.5k/s correspondingly, as of 2013 [6]).

5. POF USE CASES
In addition to supporting all existing network applications

that OpenFlow supports, an immediate benefit of POF is
that it can support new and user-defined forwarding pro-
tocols without upgrading the FEs and the south-bound in-
terface. Data Center protocols like VXLAN and NVGRE
can be easily supported in POF controller software. While

OpenFlow can only work on Ethernet-based protocols to-
day, POF can support other line protocols such as Fibre
Channel, ATM, and POS. Another example to show the
extensibility of POF is that it can support Named Data
Network (NDN) or Content-Centric Network (CCN) [7], in
which names rather than addresses or locations are used to
direct routing and forwarding. First, users can define the
most efficient packet format without resorting to IP overlay.
Second, the name extraction, table lookups, and forward-
ing instructions are well defined in POF. In fact, the name
lookup in NDN is simply LPM. Third, the Content Store,
as a caching mechanism, can be supported by the active
data-path instructions.

Since the controller understands the packet format and
can transform the packets at the network edge, it is possible
to attach and detach user-defined scratch data to and from
packets for in-band information transmission. This opens
the door for unlimited network OAM capabilities. Its great
potential is yet to be explored.

While enabling many new services, POF also offers oppor-
tunities to simplify the current protocol stack. The complex
packet transformation, tunneling, and overlay are deeply
rooted from the protocol-dependent nature of the forward-
ing plane infrastructure. Once this artifact is removed, users
can pay more attention on the services delivered rather than
on the forwarding mechanisms. For example, POF can re-
alize a fabric as suggested in [8] but with a lighter protocol
than MPLS.

Even for the protocols covered by OpenFlow, some appli-
cations are still impossible now. For example, the stateful
firewalls only allow packets through if they fall in an accept-
able range of TCP sequence numbers [9]. OpenFlow cannot
match on TCP sequence numbers and record the TCP flow
states. With POF, the stateful firewall can be implemented
easily. NAT service is another example where the seemingly
simple packet header rewrite is just beyond the coverage
of current OpenFlow actions. By contrast, POF is generic
enough to handle arbitrary packet editing tasks. POF also
enables functions such as MAC learning. This kind of active
data-path functions can significantly offload the controller,
reduce response time, and improve scalability.

Network devices are often expected to do more than sim-
ply forwarding packets, such as stateful inspection, multi-
path load balancing, and deep packet inspection (DPI). Many
other L4 to L7 network functions are of interest to the service
providers to provide value-added or differentiate services to
customers. These functions are not easy to implement in
the current OpenFlow model. As a flexible and extensible
data-plane model, POF can also bridge Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) [10] and OpenFlow.

6. RELATED WORK
The ideal characteristics of the SDN forwarding hardware

have been articulated in [11]. However, the proposed archi-
tecture is in line with the current OpenFlow switch model;
therefore, the forwarding hardware flexibility and generality
is limited. An effort to provide an API for Open Router Plat-
forms on proprietary hardware was shown in [12]. It high-
lights the challenges to achieve such a daunting task, which
hints, in our opinion, that a standard and simple forward-
ing hardware model is more proper for SDN programmabil-
ity. Several issues of OpenFlow specification were discussed
in [8]. It reaches the similar conclusion that the hardware
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in compliance with OpenFlow specification is neither nec-
essarily simple nor sufficiently flexible. While the authors
suggest to keep the network intelligence at edge and to use
a simple MPLS-based network fabric for interconnection, we
aim more general FEs that can be used everywhere and for
any services.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For SDN to support heterogeneous FEs, the common ap-

proach is to just provide higher level abstractions (WHAT)
for the south-bound interface and ask a smart FE to han-
dle all the detailed work (HOW). However, every time a
new feature is introduced, the FE needs to be amended to
know how to handle it. This is painful and unsustainable
for both service providers and infrastructure providers. We
believe SDN ultimately requires a simpler and more generic
forwarding plane model for which not only WHAT but also
HOW can be programmed. After all, software is good at
handling complexity.

In order to ensure a smooth and successful transition path
towards POF, we need to pay close attention to two issues:
(1) OpenFlow Compatibility. Since many legacy OpenFlow-
enabled devices already exist, one way to keep using them
while introducing POF for new services is to augment the
current OpenFlow specification with the POF related in-
structions. The POF-optimized FEs can be swapped in as
needed in order to ensure a smooth system migration. (2)
FE Implementation. It is ideal to support POF natively
with brand new silicon chips. In reality there are many ex-
isting network chips in use today. We need to use these
existing chips to support POF first. There are basically two
modes to support POF on existing hardware. The first one
treats each instruction as a macro or function. A piece of
microcode is written and compiled for each instruction. The
data path calls these macros or functions for packet process-
ing. This approach is suitable for NPs and other multi-core
processors with their own instruction sets. The second mode
requires software on the FEs to translate and map the POF
instructions into the hardware modules in ASICs and some
NPs for packet parsing and processing. Although this ap-
proach is a little rigid and complex, it may have performance
advantages.

POF is an exciting idea and a groundbreaking technology
to shape the future SDN’s forwarding plane infrastructure.
We have just revealed the tip of the iceberg. A lot of hard
work remains to be done to make this really happen. Mean-
while, the POF idea may appear hard to swallow for some
incumbent device vendors because it is set to overturn the
current ecosystems. But we believe it reflects the SDN’s
true requirement for a programmable infrastructure. It of-
fers brand new opportunities and nurtures a healthier and
evolvable SDN ecosystem. Therefore, it is better to start the
research and market education sooner rather than later. It
also calls for the contributions from the whole network com-
munity to polish and advance the technology. By publishing
our initial work and the open-source software, we wish the
whole community can improve it and build innovative ser-
vices on top of it. It is our hope that our efforts can stir
interest in both industry and academia so we can join forces
to push the idea and realize the vision.

Many other tasks and research work lay ahead: we need to
perfect the FIS, come up with optimal chip and system ar-
chitecture, design high level languages and compilers, come

up with appealing applications, and solve related technical
issues. But the most important thing is standardization,
just like what has already happened in the PC industry.
Performance could still be a differentiator but everybody
talks the same language so applications gain the ultimate
freedom. This should happen to SDN too. OpenFlow is a
good start and should keep evolving under the guidance of
ONF [2]. We believe it is the most proper platform to in-
corporate this idea. Although we are still at an early stage
for POF research, it is not too early to think about a fi-
nally future-proof and expressive version of the OpenFlow
specification.
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